The number of individuals living with AIDS continues to increase worldwide despite ongoing efforts to combat the etiologic agent human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS reported that by the end of 2007, approximately 33.2 million people globally were living with HIV and more than 20 million had died from AIDS. In 2007 alone, approximately 2.5 million people became infected with the virus, with approximately 2.1 million infected individuals succumbing to HIV disease (18) . There are approximately 12,000 new infections every day (500 infections/h), of which 50% or more occur in women. Of these newly infected women, married and heterosexual South African women are at the greatest risk for infection (18) .
The development of an efficacious vaccine to prevent HIV infection is a logical strategy to reduce or eliminate the continuing spread of HIV. However, despite intensive research over 2 decades, an HIV vaccine has not been successfully developed. In the absence of a prophylactic vaccine, antiretroviral therapy (ART) has become the primary mechanism used to prevent disease progression and prolong the survival of infected individuals. A wide variety of antiretroviral agents are currently approved for use by the FDA. With the introduction of combination therapeutic strategies, resulting in the evolution of highly active ART, profound suppression of the plasma viral load for prolonged periods of time has resulted in significant declines in AIDS-related morbidity and mortality in developed countries where the therapies can be afforded (24, 28) . Although highly active ART regimens have improved the prognosis for HIV-infected individuals, serious challenges remain for the effective use of these therapeutic strategies, including patient adherence, side effects, drug interactions and toxicities, drug resistance, and issues of persistent viral replication in latent reservoirs. These challenges have ultimately resulted in the development of alternative strategies to combat the spread of HIV, including prevention in the form of topical microbicides.
With the incidence of HIV infection in women on the rise, especially in underdeveloped countries (18) , the development of topical microbicides has become a major worldwide initiative. It has been suggested that a microbicide with 60% efficacy introduced into 73 low-income countries could prevent 2.5 million HIV infections over 3 years (40) . For these reasons, topical microbicides are an ideal HIV prevention strategy, allowing a woman to take responsibility for her own protection (3), especially in societies where women are unempowered. Minimally, a microbicide should be safe, acceptable by the user, affordable, stable, and effective without compromising existing physical and other natural barriers to sexually transmitted disease transmission (37) . Microbicides are currently being developed as gels, creams, films, suppositories, sponges, and vaginal rings providing a physical and chemical barrier to virus infection of target cells in the vagina by targeting critical stages of the virus replication cycle such as virus entry and reverse transcription (www.microbicide.org). To date, the successful clinical development of a microbicide product has not been achieved. The surfactant nonoxynol-9 was the first promising candidate in human trials but was withdrawn due to toxic effects on the vaginal epithelium that resulted in an enhanced risk of infection (11) . More recently, trials with Ushercell (cellulose sulfate) and Carraguard were also terminated due to an increased incidence of HIV infection among women using the product compared with placebo controls (25 July 2007; www .popcouncil.org/microbicides). Currently, there are 16 ongoing clinical trials involving eight microbicides, with three products targeting reverse transcriptase (RT) and four inhibiting virus entry or fusion (15, 23, 29, 30, 33, 35, 38, 39, 41, 42) .
The FDA points to consider for HIV therapeutic development (16) and recommendations from the International Working Group on Microbicides have provided guidance for the preclinical and clinical development of HIV microbicides (22) . As a more comprehensive understanding of the sexual transmission of HIV has evolved, development strategies have become more refined and directed toward prevention rather than therapeutic use. As an example, the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) microbicide development algorithm was established as a means to identify and prioritize candidate microbicide products (21) . Although the assays constituting this testing algorithm provide efficacy and toxicity data under conditions which attempt to mimic sexual transmission, all are short-term assays with quantitative endpoints ranging from 24 h to 6 days postinfection, and thus they are not sensitive enough to identify rare or low-level infection of target cells and do not address the long-term biological effect of the test compound in the event that the virus is able to infect the target cells. Additionally, activity in these assays is often reported as the amount of the compound required to inhibit 50% of virus replication rather than the concentration which is totally suppressive to virus transmission and replication, which is more important in the prevention context.
As reported herein, we have developed an in vitro microbicide transmission and sterilization assay (MTSA) that more appropriately mimics the sexual transmission of HIV and better defines the active or sterilizing concentration of a candidate microbicide. We have used an approach based on a reported method for determining the "knocking-out" concentration of an HIV therapeutic agent (2) to quantify virus transmission in cell culture in the presence of a potential microbicide compound. These assays demonstrate that the transmission inhibition capacity of some microbicides may be overestimated in the standardized short-term assays used in testing algorithms, whereas with other microbicides the results of both assays yield equivalent results. Data obtained by the MTSA define the concentration of the microbicide required to completely suppress the transmission of virus to target cells and may assist with prioritizing microbicides for further development in animal models and human clinical trials.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines and virus. The CEM-SS (27) , HeLa-CD4-LTR-␤-Galactosidase (MAGI) (20) , GHOST X4/R5 (25) , and H9 (32) (10, 13, 17, 31) , which was used to develop chronically infected H9 cells (H9/SK-1), was a gift to ImQuest BioSciences from Duke University (Durham, NC). The cell lines were propagated as recommended and stored in liquid nitrogen; stocks of HIV-1 IIIB and HIV-1 RF with known titers were stored at Ϫ80°C prior to being used in the antiviral assays.
Materials. Three highly active pyrimidinedione compounds (6) were used in these evaluations. These three compounds were defined as potential microbicides in a previously reported structure-activity relationship (SAR) evaluation; they are designated SJ-3991 (previously reported as SAR compound 19) (6), SJ-3366 (previously reported as SAR compound 62) (6) , and SJ-3339 (previously reported as SAR compound 63) (6) and were obtained from Samjin Pharmaceutical Company, Ltd., as dry white powders. The compounds were solubilized at 1 or 40 mM in 100% dimethyl sulfoxide and stored at 4°C. Zidovudine (AZT) (26) , dextran sulfate (molecular weight, 500,000) (1), and Chicago Sky Blue (12) were used as experimental control compounds and were obtained from SigmaAldrich Corporation (St. Louis, MO). Thiocarboxanilide UC781 (7, 9) and cyanovirin-N (CV-N) (4) were a gift to ImQuest BioSciences Inc. from Biosyn Inc.
(now a part of Cellegy Pharmaceuticals). Tenofovir (36) , efavirenz (42) , and lamivudine (3TC) (14) were obtained from the NIAID AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program.
Virus entry inhibition assays. Twenty-four hours prior to compound and virus addition, MAGI cells diluted in Dulbecco modified Eagle medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and antibiotics were plated in 96-well flatbottom microtiter plates at 1 ϫ 10 4 per well in a volume of 100 l and incubated overnight at 37°C in 5% CO 2 . Following the overnight incubation, test compound was serially diluted and added to the cells in triplicate in a volume of 50 l per well. HIV-1 IIIB was diluted to a predetermined titer in assay medium and added to the microtiter plate. The cultures were incubated for 2 h at 37°C in 5% CO 2 . Following the incubation, the monolayers were washed three times with RPMI 1640 medium (without additives) to remove residual extracellular compound and unbound virus and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO 2 for an additional 48 h. Following the incubation, toxicity plates were evaluated by 2,3-bis (2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-sulfophenyl)-5-[(phenylamino)carbonyl]-2H-tetrazolium hydroxide (XTT) staining as previously described (8) and efficacy plates were evaluated by chemiluminescence detection with Gal-Screen (Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer's instructions.
CD4-independent and cell-associated virus transmission inhibition assays. ME180 cells resuspended in RPMI 1640 medium with 10% FBS and antibiotics were plated at a density of 5 ϫ 10 3 per well in a 96-well flat-bottom microtiter plate and incubated overnight at 37°C in 5% CO 2 . Following the incubation, test compound was serially diluted in assay medium and added in triplicate to the cells. Thoroughly washed, mitomycin C-treated, chronically HIV-infected H9 (H9/SK-1) cells were added at 2 ϫ 10 4 per well, and the plates were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO 2 for 4 h. The mitomycin C concentration used was that which resulted in complete killing of the chronically infected cells within 24 h to prevent virus production from the H9/SK-1 inoculum from contributing to the endpoint of the assay. Immediately following the infection period and again at 24 and 48 h postinfection, the cell monolayers were washed with RPMI 1640 medium (without additives) to remove residual compound and virus-infected cells. Following a 6-day incubation at 37°C in 5% CO 2 , cell-free supernatant samples from the cell cultures were evaluated for virus content with the HIV-1 p24 Antigen ELISA kit (Beckman Coulter) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Duplicate assay plates were evaluated for cellular toxicity by XTT staining.
Cell-free virus transmission inhibition assay. GHOST X4/R5 cells diluted in Dulbecco modified Eagle medium supplemented with 10% FBS and antibiotics were incubated in a 96-well flat-bottom microtiter plate (5 ϫ 10 3 per well) overnight prior to assay initiation. Following the incubation, the cultures were washed to remove nonadherent cells. Serially diluted test compound was added in triplicate wells, and the cells were infected with a predetermined titer of HIV-1 IIIB for 4 h at 37°C. Following the incubation, residual virus and test material were removed by washing with RPMI 1640 medium (without additives). The cultures were incubated for 6 days, at which time antiviral activity was assessed by evaluating cell-free supernatants for virus content by RT assay as described previously (8) . Cytotoxicity was evaluated in parallel by XTT dye reduction.
Cell-to-cell virus transmission inhibition assay. CEM-SS cells were added to a 96-well flat-bottom microtiter plate at a concentration of 1 ϫ 10 5 per well. Serially diluted test compounds were then added to each well with the uninfected cells. Chronically HIV-1 RF -infected CEM-SS cells were washed and resuspended in complete RPMI 1640 medium and then added to appropriate wells of the microtiter plate in serial logarithmic dilutions (10 5 per well through 10 0 per well). The cultures were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO 2 for 48 h. Following the incubation, the number of syncytia per well was quantified microscopically and cell-free supernatant samples were analyzed for virus content by the RT assay (8) .
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Cytopathic effect (CPE) inhibition assay. The CPE assay was performed as previously described (8) . Briefly, serially diluted compound was added to a 96-well round-bottom microtiter plate in triplicate. CEM-SS cells at a concentration of 2.5 ϫ 10 3 per well and HIV-1 IIIB at the appropriate predetermined titer were sequentially added to the microtiter plate. The cultures were incubated in 5% CO 2 at 37°C for 6 days. Following the incubation, the microtiter plates were stained with XTT tetrazolium dye to evaluate the efficacy and toxicity of the test compound(s).
MTSA. CEM-SS cells at a concentration of 5 ϫ 10 5 per well and the appropriate predetermined titer of HIV-1 IIIB were cocultured for 1 h at 37°C in a 96-well round-bottom microtiter plate. Following the initial infection, the cells and virus suspension were transferred to a T25 tissue culture flask containing 5 ml of complete tissue culture medium (RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, and L-glutamine). Five or six concentrations of test or control compound were added to the appropriate individual flasks. The compound concentrations used in the MTSA were based on both the defined 50% effective concentration (EC 50 ) and the overall therapeutic index (TI; defined as the toxic concentration [TC 50 ] divided by the EC 50 ) of the test compound as determined in the CEM-SS-based CPE inhibition assay. The lowest test concentration in the MTSA was chosen as 10 times the defined EC 50 (10 ϫ EC 50 ). Successive test concentrations were increased in fivefold increments. This test concentration scheme was varied as required, depending on the overall TI of the test compound (based on the defined EC 50 and the TC 50 of the compound). Three days following the initial infection, cell-free supernatant samples were evaluated for virus content by the RT assay (8) . Twenty percent of the existing culture (1 ml of resuspended cells and supernatant) was added to 4 ml of fresh cells (at a cell density of 1 ϫ 10 5 /ml) in fresh tissue culture medium containing the test compound at the identical fixed concentration. Each subculturing performed at 3-day intervals was considered a new passage. Subculturing of the infected cultures was performed every third day, for a total of 15 passages. Cells in passages 11 through 15 were cultured in the absence of the test compound to confirm complete sterilization of the culture.
RT assay. Cell-free supernatants were collected from infected cultures, and virion-associated RT was quantified. The RT assay uses poly(rA) as the assay template and oligo(dT) as the primer (10) . The quantitative RT assay was performed exactly as previously described (8) .
RESULTS
Efficacy of select pyrimidinediones in standard HIV transmission assays. Three highly active and structurally related compounds from the pyrimidinedione SAR series (5, 6) were evaluated for efficacy and toxicity in five transmission inhibition assays routinely used to quantify the activity of potential microbicide products. Each of these assays is performed over a short duration, ranging from 48 h to 6 days, uses either cellfree or cell-associated virus as the inoculum and target cells with or without cell surface CD4, and uses diverse quantitative virus replication endpoints as described in Materials and Methods. All three pyrimidinediones were found to be nontoxic to each of the target cell lines used in these transmission inhibition assays up to the highest concentration evaluated (10 to 100 M, depending on the assay) (data not presented). In each assay, an appropriate positive control compound (the sulfonated dye Chicago Sky Blue or the sulfated polysaccharide dextran sulfate) was used to control for the relative multiplicity of infection in the assay and to confirm that the assay performed as expected.
The activity of the three pyrimidinedione compounds was quantified in each of the standardized virus transmission assays and yielded the following results. (i) In the cell-based entry inhibition assay (MAGI assay), SJ-3991, SJ-3366, and SJ-3339 exhibited EC 50 s against HIV-1 IIIB of 17, 59, and 53 nM, respectively (Table 1) . (ii) Each of the pyrimidinediones was inactive (Ͼ100 M) in the CD4-independent virus transmission inhibition assay, consistent with the requirement for CD4 in the mechanism of entry inhibition by the pyrimidinediones (Robert W. Buckheit, Jr., unpublished data). (iii) SJ-3991, SJ-3366, and SJ-3339 inhibited CD4-dependent virus transmission to MAGI cells at concentrations of 67, 61, and 87 nM, respectively (Table 1) . (iv) Each of the pyrimidinediones was determined to be an active inhibitor of HIV-1 transmission in both cell-free and cell-associated virus transmission inhibition assays, with EC 50 s ranging from 7 to 30 nM (Table 1 ). In the cell-free virus transmission inhibition assay, the EC 50 s of SJ-3991, SJ-3366, and SJ-3339 were determined to be 7, 30, and 10 nM, respectively, and in the cell-associated virus transmission assay, the defined EC 50 s were 19, 18, and 30 nM, respectively.
Efficacy of select pyrimidinediones in the MTSA. In an effort to further quantify the abilities of these compounds to prevent virus transmission in cell culture and to prioritize the compounds for further preclinical development, we evaluated virus transmission and the potential for the maintenance of lowlevel HIV infection in treated cultures by using the MTSA. The intent of these biological transmission inhibition assays was to quantify the concentration of the potential microbicide which would totally suppress virus transmission and yield sterilization of the cell culture and then to compare this sterilizing concentration of the compound to the inhibitory values obtained in the standardized but much shorter term and potentially less sensitive standard assay methods. For each test compound, a broad dose-response range of five or six concentrations spanning the TI of each compound (selected based on the defined a The results presented were obtained from a single representative antiviral assay with appropriate control compounds evaluated in parallel selected from a minimum of three antiviral assays. We have demonstrated that the standard error among multiple antiviral assays averaged less than 10% of the respective mean EC 50 and TC 50 . In each individual assay, mean efficacy and toxicity values are derived from a minimum of three replicate wells. Toxic concentrations were greater than the highest concentration evaluated in each assay as follows: entry, 10 M and 10 g/ml; CD4 independent, 100 M; CD4 dependent, 10 M, 10 g/ml, and 25 g/ml; cell free, 10 M and 25 g/ml; cell associated, 10 M and 25 g/ml.
b ND, not done. This compound is not used as a standard control in the specified assay and therefore was not evaluated.
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EC 50 and TC 50 of the compound in the CPE inhibition assay) were evaluated for efficacy in the MTSA. The sterilizing concentration obtained in the MTSA is presented as the difference relative to the EC 50 defined in the microtiter anti-HIV assay following 10 passages in the presence of fixed concentrations of the test compound and after an additional 5 passages (for a total of 15 passages) of culture in the absence of the test compound. The sterilizing concentrations of each compound at passages 10 and 15 are presented for comparison.
(i) Determination of the sterilizing concentration of SJ-3991. SJ-3991 had an EC 50 of 0.2 nM against HIV-1 in the CEM-SS-based CPE inhibition assay and was evaluated in the MTSA at concentrations of 2, 10, 50, 250, 1,250, and 6,250 nM (or 10, 50, 250, 1,250, 6,250, and 31,250 times the EC 50 , respectively). In the first replicate experiment (Fig. 1) , virus was initially detected at passage 3 at 2 nM (10 times the EC 50 ). Virus replication was suppressed at all of the other concentrations until passage 9, where virus breakthrough was observed at 10 nM (50 times the EC 50 ) and at passage 15, where breakthrough was observed at 50 nM (250 times the EC 50 ). There was no virus replication observed visually or by the RT assay through passage 15 at 250, 1,250, or 6,250 nM, resulting in a defined sterilizing concentration of 250 nM, 1,250 times the EC 50 of SJ-3991. In a second experiment (Fig. 1) , virus replication was observed at 2 nM (10 times the EC 50 ) by passage 2 and at 10 nM (50 times the EC 50 ) by passage 5. Virus replication was detected by passage 10 at 50 nM and by passage 14 at 250 nM, yielding a sterilizing concentration that was 6,250 times the EC 50 (1,250 nM). Virus breakthrough at concentrations of 2 and 10 nM was detected two and four passages earlier, respectively, in the second experiment, and there was a fivefold difference between the sterilizing concentrations defined in the two replicate experiments. These differences suggest a relatively small range of error in the MTSA. Sterilizing concentration data obtained from the MTSAs with SJ-3991 are summarized in Table 2 .
(ii) Determination of the sterilizing concentration of SJ-3366. SJ-3366 had an EC 50 of 0.4 nM against HIV-1 IIIB in CEM-SS cells. The compound was evaluated in the MTSA at concentrations of 4, 20, 100, 500, 2,500, and 12,500 nM. In the initial experiment (Fig. 1) , virus replication was first detected at passage 3 at the lowest concentration (4 nM or 10 times the FIG. 1. Determination of sterilizing concentrations of pyrimidinedione inhibitors. SJ-3991, SJ-3366, and SJ-3339 were evaluated in the MTSA, and the results are presented as the number of passages which were positive for virus replication at each compound concentration. The results of two replicate assays for each compound are presented. Each pyrimidinedione was evaluated at concentrations that were 10, 50, 250, 1,250, 6,250, and 31,250 times the EC 50 that was defined in the CPE inhibition assay. All of the concentrations tested were significantly below the defined TC 50 for CEM-SS cells. Passages which were positive for virus production were defined by detection of virus in the cell-free supernatant by RT assay. Cells were passaged for 10 passages and in the absence of the compound for an additional 5 passages. 50 . In a second experiment (Fig. 1) , virus replication was first observed at passage 2 at the lowest concentration (4 nM or 10 times the EC 50 ) and then quickly progressed in the presence of 20 nM (50 times the EC 50 ) and 100 nM (250 times the EC 50 ) at passages 3 and 7, respectively. At 500 nM, virus replication was observed at passage 12 and at 2,500 and 12,500 nM by passage 14, yielding again a sterilizing concentration of greater than 31,250 times the EC 50 (Ͼ12,500 nM). The patterns of virus replication were similar in the two experiments, with a noticeable delay in virus breakthrough at the 500 nM concentration but ultimately achieving the same sterilizing concentration. Sterilizing concentration data obtained in the MTSA with SJ-3366 are summarized in Table 2 .
(iii) Determination of the sterilizing concentration of SJ-3339. SJ-3339 had a defined EC 50 of 0.4 nM against HIV-1 IIIB in the CPE assay and was evaluated in the MTSA at concentrations of 4, 20, 100, 500, 2,500, and 12,500 nM (10, 50, 250, 1,250, 6,250, and 31,250 times the EC 50 ). In the first replicate experiment (Fig. 1) , SJ-3339 suppressed virus replication for nine passages at all of the concentrations before virus breakthrough was observed at 4 nM (10 times the EC 50 ). Following removal of the compound at passage 10, SJ-3339 was able to suppress virus replication for the remaining five passages at all of the remaining concentrations, yielding a sterilizing concentration of 50 times the EC 50 (20 nM). In a second experiment, virus breakthrough was observed at the two lowest concentrations (4 and 20 nM or 10 and 50 times the EC 50 ) by passage 2; however, virus replication was suppressed at all of the remaining test concentrations through passage 15, resulting in a sterilizing concentration of 250 times the EC 50 (100 nM). Data obtained in the MTSA for SJ-3339 are summarized in Table 2 .
Biological effects of compound pretreatment of cells on defined sterilizing concentrations of the pyrimidinediones in the MTSA. As a prevention strategy, the use of a microbicide will involve vaginal application of the test compound prior to sexual intercourse and the introduction of infectious virus or virus-infected cells. Thus, the microbicide will be present prior to the introduction of virus and will be required to prevent the initial transmission of virus to the vaginal target cells. The standard MTSA mimics this sequence of events, with the initial virus infection of cells prior to microbicide application yielding a small pool of infected cells or cell-free virions, which then represent the viral inoculum from the semen. Quantitative evaluation of the number of cells initially infected in the MTSA indicates that 0.001% of the cells in the culture are infected (Robert W. Buckheit, Jr., unpublished data). However, it was also important to evaluate the results of the MTSA with compound treatment occurring prior to the introduction of the cell-free virus inoculum to mirror the presence of the microbicide and preloading of target cells with compound prior to the introduction of any infectious virus. Thus, we evaluated the performance of the pyrimidinedione compounds in the MTSA following pretreatment of the target CEM-SS cells with comparative evaluation of compound addition prior to or after infection with virus. In the pretreatment assay, cells were treated with SJ-3339 for 2 h prior to virus infection. In the assay performed without pretreatment of the target cells, SJ-3339 had a sterilizing concentration that was 1,875 times the EC 50 (750 nM) (data not shown). Pretreatment of the target cells with SJ-3339 at the same concentrations used in the assay, followed by virus infection, also resulted in a sterilizing concentration of 750 nM, or 1,875 times the EC 50 (data not shown), indicating that compound pretreatment did not have any additional biological effect on virus transmission or the defined sterilizing concentration of this compound. The replication of virus in these comparative cultures was similar, with detectable virus replication appearing at the lowest concentration of SJ-3339 at passage 1 (20 nM) and at the 150 nM concentration by passage 6 in both experiments. Similar pretreatment MTSA results were also obtained with SJ-3991, SJ-3366, efavirenz, and AZT (data not shown).
Efficacy of known inhibitors in the MTSA. In order to compare the results obtained with the pyrimidinedione compounds to those obtained with other known HIV inhibitors, a variety of control compounds were evaluated, including the entry inhibitor CV-N, the nucleoside RT inhibitors (NRTIs) AZT and 3TC, the nucleotide RT inhibitor (NtRTI) tenofovir, and the non-NRTIs (NNRTIs) UC781 and efavirenz. These compounds were chosen for evaluation in the MTSA in order to comparatively evaluate data obtained with representative approved HIV drugs with differing antiviral mechanisms of action (AZT, 3TC, efavirenz, and tenofovir), as well as potential microbicide candidates (CV-N, UC781, and tenofovir).
(i) Determination of the sterilizing concentration of AZT. AZT, an approved NRTI, had an EC 50 of 1.5 nM in the CEM-SS-based CPE inhibition assay against HIV-1 and was evaluated in the MTSA at concentrations of 10, 50, 250, 1,250, 6,250, and 31,250 nM (10, 50, 250, 1,250, 6,250, and 31,250 times the EC 50 , respectively). Virus replication was immediately observed at the two lowest concentrations (10 and 50 nM) of AZT by passages 1 and 2, respectively, and at the intermediate concentrations (250 and 1,250 nM) by passages 3 and 4, respectively. By passage 5, virus replication was observed at 6,250 times the EC 50 (6,250 nM). At the highest concentration evaluated, 31,250 nM, AZT was able to suppress virus replication through 10 passages in the presence of the drug and for 3 passages without reapplication of the drug. In a replicate experiment, virus replication was observed at all of the concentrations tested except the highest concentration (31.25 nM) by passage 2 and at 31.25 nM by passage 12. The sterilizing concentration defined in two replicate experiments was the same (Ͼ31,250 times the EC 50 ). Data obtained for AZT in the MTSA are presented in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table 2 .
(ii) Determination of the sterilizing concentration of 3TC. 3TC, an FDA-approved NRTI, had an EC 50 of 12 nM in the CPE assay and was evaluated at 100, 500, 2500, 12,500, and 62,500 nM (10, 50, 250, 1,250, and 6,250 times the EC 50 , respectively) in the MTSA. Through passage 3, virus replication was only observed at 100 nM. At passage 4, virus replication was observed at 500 nM, followed by virus replication at 2,500 and 12,500 nM at passage 5. By passage 7, virus replication was observed in the samples cultured in the presence of 62,500 nM 3TC. Since virus replication was observed at all of the concen- trations in the presence of 3TC, continued evaluation in the absence of 3TC was not necessary and the sterilizing concentration was defined as greater than 6,250 times the EC 50 . A replicate assay performed with 3TC yielded an identical result, with virus breakthrough occurring at all of the concentrations of the compound tested during the first 10 passages. Data obtained with 3TC in the MTSA are presented in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table 2 .
(iii) Determination of the sterilizing concentration of efavirenz. The NNRTI efavirenz had an EC 50 of 0.9 nM in the HIV-1 CPE assay and was evaluated at 10, 50, 250, 1,250, 6,250, and 31,250 nM (10, 50, 250, 1,250, 6,250, and 31,250 times the EC 50 , respectively). At the highest concentration evaluated (31,250 nM), drug toxicity to the CEM-SS cells was noted microscopically and this culture could not be maintained. Virus replication was completely suppressed compared to the virus control when cells were cultured in the presence of all of the concentrations of efavirenz tested. This suppressive effect was observed through the first passage in the absence of efavirenz. By passage 2 in the absence of reapplied compound, virus was detected in the culture that had been passaged in the presence of 10 nM efavirenz (10 times the EC 50 ). Virus replication remained suppressed in those cultures treated with all other concentrations of efavirenz through five passages in the absence of the compound (passage 15), resulting in a sterilizing concentration of 50 nM (50 times the EC 50 ). In a replicate experiment, virus replication was again suppressed for 10 passages in the presence of the drug and for 2 passages without drug readdition at 10 times the EC 50 ; thus, efavirenz was determined to exhibit a sterilizing concentration of 50 times the EC 50 (50 nM) in the replicate assay. Data obtained with efavirenz in the MTSA are presented in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table 2 .
(iv) Determination of the sterilizing concentration of UC781. The NNRTI UC781 had an EC 50 of 1.5 nM in the HIV-1 CPE assay and was evaluated at 15, 75, 375, 1,875, 9,375, and 46,875 nM (10, 50, 250, 1,250, 6,250, and 31,250 times the EC 50 , respectively). In two separate experiments with 10 passages in the presence of UC781, virus replication was suppressed at all of the concentrations when cells were cultured in the presence of the compound, except at the 15 nM concentration (10 times the EC 50 ). At this concentration, virus replication was first detected at passage 2 and remained constant through all of the remaining passages. Following removal of the compound, virus replication was observed at 75 nM (50 times the EC 50 ) at passage 15 in the first experiment and at 75 and 375 nM (50 and 250 times the EC 50 , respectively) at passages 12 and 14, respectively, in the second experiment, yielding sterilizing concentrations of 250 (375 nM) and 1,250 (1,875 nM) times the EC 50 , respectively. Data obtained with UC781 in the MTSA are presented in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table 2 .
(v) Determination of the sterilizing concentration of CV-N. The entry inhibitor CV-N had an EC 50 of 0.016 g/ml in the HIV-1 CPE assay and was evaluated at 0.1, 0.5, 2.5, 12.5, and 62.5 g/ml (10, 50, 250, 1,250, and 6,250 times the EC 50 , respectively). In the first experiment, virus was first detected at passage 2 at the two lowest concentrations of CV-N (0.1 and 0.5 g/ml). The compound was able to suppress virus replication at the three highest concentrations through passage 10 (all in the presence of the compound). In the absence of the compound, virus replication was observed at a concentration of 2.5 g/ml (250 times the EC 50 ) by passage 14. Virus replication remained suppressed at concentrations of 12.5 g/ml (1,250 times the EC 50 ) and 62.5 g/ml (6,250 times the EC 50 ) for five passages in the absence of compound, yielding a sterilizing concentration of 1,250 times the EC 50 of CV-N (12.5 g/ml). Identical sterilization results were obtained in a replicate assay. Data obtained with CV-N in the MTSA are presented in Fig.  2 and summarized in Table 2 .
(vi) Determination of the sterilizing concentration of tenofovir. The NtRTI tenofovir had an EC 50 of 1.3 M in the HIV-1 CPE assay and was evaluated at 2.5, 6.25 15.6, 39.0, 97.7, and 244.0 M (2.5, 6.25, 15.6, 39, 97.7, and 244 times the EC 50 , respectively). With tenofovir, the range of concentrations evaluated in the MTSA had to be modified significantly to compensate for the toxicity of the compound to the target cells, resulting in a TI that was much narrower than those FIG. 2. Determination of sterilizing concentrations of control compounds. The entry inhibitor CV-N, the NRTIs AZT and 3TC, the NtRTI tenofovir, and the NNRTIs UC781 and efavirenz were evaluated in the MTSA, and the results are presented as the number of passages which were positive for virus replication at each compound concentration (Conc) tested. The results of two replicate assays for each compound are presented. The concentrations used for each compound in the series are as follows: AZT, 10 to 31,250 nM (10 through 31,250 times the EC 50 ); 3TC, 100 to 62,500 nM (10 through 6,250 times the EC 50 ); efavirenz, 10 to 6,250 nM (10 through 6,250 times the EC 50 ); UC781, 15 to 46,875 nM (10 through 31,250 times the EC 50 ); CV-N, 0.1 to 62.5 g/ml (10 through 6,250 times the EC 50 ); tenofovir, 2.5 to 97.7 M (2.5 through 97.7 times the EC 50 ). All concentrations were in 5-fold increments, with the exception of those of tenofovir, which were in 2.5-fold increments. Passages which were positive for virus production were defined by detection of virus in the cell-free supernatant by RT assay. Cells were passaged for 10 passages and in the absence of the compound for an additional 5 passages.
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observed with most of the other compounds evaluated. Additionally, at the highest concentration evaluated (244 M), drug toxicity to the CEM-SS cells was noted microscopically and this culture could not be maintained. In the first experiment, virus replication was detected at passage 1 at all of the concentrations tested except the two highest ones. Suppression of virus replication at these concentrations was sustained for the remaining passages in the presence of the compound, as well as through two passages in the absence of the compound. By passage 13, virus replication was detected in those cultures maintained in the presence of 39.9 M (39 times the EC 50 ) and by passage 14 in the cultures at 97.7 M (97.7 times the EC 50 ), yielding a sterilizing concentration of Ͼ97.7 times the EC 50 . In a second experiment, virus replication was observed at passage 1 at all of the concentrations tested except the highest one (97.7 M). Virus replication was observed at this concentration at passage 9, also yielding a sterilizing concentration of Ͼ97.7 M. Data obtained with tenofovir in the MTSA are presented in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table 2 .
Comparison of sterilizing concentrations defined in the MTSA to EC 50 s and EC 99 s defined in standardized transmission inhibition assays. Since the MTSA results are a measurement of the concentration of the test compound which affords complete suppression of virus replication, it is important to assess the sterilizing concentration determined in the MTSA compared to not only the EC 50 s in standard transmission assays but more relevantly to the EC 99 s defined in these assays. In Table 3 , the relative EC 50 s and EC 99 s which were determined in the MAGI transmission inhibition assay are presented in comparison to the sterilizing concentrations determined in the MTSA. As expected, in all cases, the EC 99 is higher than the EC 50 , with the exception of the compounds that were inactive in the standard MAGI transmission inhibition assay (AZT and tenofovir). Direct comparison of these inhibitory values to the MTSA-defined sterilizing concentration suggests that the sterilizing concentrations of the pyrimidinediones ranged from 1-to Ͼ212-fold compared to the EC 50 and from 0.06-to Ͼ12.5-fold compared to the EC 99 . With the control compounds AZT, UC781, CV-N, efavirenz, and tenofovir, the range of concentration changes varied from 5-to 12,500-fold compared to the EC 50 and 0.3-to 125-fold compared to the EC 99 . Although these results indicate that the sterilizing concentration determined in the MTSA does more closely relate to the defined EC 99 rather than the EC 50 determined in standard transmission inhibition assays, the MTSA does predict that higher concentrations of some test compounds are necessary to totally suppress virus transmission in cell culture. Direct comparison of the MTSA results to the calculated EC 99 s in the entry inhibition assay suggests that SJ-3339, UC781, efavirenz, and SJ-3991 act more effectively in the MTSA. Only SJ-3339 worked equivalently in the MTSA compared with its EC 50 in the entry inhibition assay.
DISCUSSION
Although significant discovery resources have been expended and a wide variety of compounds are being developed as potential female-controlled topical microbicides, a microbicide candidate has yet to be approved for use by the FDA (www.microbicide.org). With the increased incidence of HIV infection in women, especially in developing parts of the world, and with social stigmas surrounding the use of condoms and the lack of empowerment of women in many places around the world, the development of a female-controlled means to prevent sexual HIV transmission is urgently needed (18) .
Due to the preventative nature of a microbicide, inhibitors targeting the early steps in virus replication prior to integration of the viral DNA are the primary focus of development efforts (37) . A variety of in vitro mechanistic assays are currently being used in the development of topical microbicides to quantify the ability of a product to prevent HIV transmission (virus attachment, fusion, and entry inhibition assays). These assays are performed to measure the inhibitory activity of potential microbicides under the conditions that would be expected to be encountered in the vaginal environment, taking into account the cell population that would be infected (CD4 ϩ / CD4 Ϫ ), the virus-containing inoculum being presented to the cells (cell free or cell associated), and the short time frame that this transmission event would require (minutes to hours). To be effective, the microbicide product must prevent the infection of target cells in the vagina (or rectum) and thereby prevent HIV from establishing a life-long persistent infection. Thus, it is critical that the concentration of a microbicide to be used clinically be able to completely inhibit virus transmission to target cells in these environments (22, 37) . Currently accepted and widely used transmission inhibition assays quantify the ability of a test compound to suppress cell-free and cellassociated virus transmission to the expected target cells, but the assays are often of short duration, with inhibitory activity being measured at 48 h to, at most, 6 days postinfection (21, 22) . This short duration for the antiviral assay only allows for substantial transmission events to be detected and quantified, resulting in assays which may not define the true effects of a potential microbicide on rare virus transmission events. Another critical issue in microbicide development is that the activity of the compound in these assay systems is routinely reported as an EC 50 . While this EC 50 quantification is the standard for the comparative evaluation of compounds being developed as both therapeutics and microbicides, the concentration required to totally suppress virus transmission is more important for microbicide development. Thus, in the development of preventative strategies, it is critical to define the ability of a microbicide candidate to reduce virus transmission below detectable limits. In addition, these transmission inhibition concentrations should more closely relate to the clinical concentration of a microbicide that would be needed in the vaginal environment at the time and place that the virus-containing semen inoculum is deposited.
In an effort to determine a lead microbicide candidate among the structurally similar pyrimidinediones, we modified a method previously described by Balzarini et al. (2), which we have termed the MTSA. Although this assay was originally designed for quantifying the knocking-out concentration of a systemic drug which would result in virus clearance from the body upon continued therapeutic treatment of an HIV-infected individual, the assay also has the potential to evaluate the virus transmission suppression characteristics of potential topical microbicides. After the initial infection in the system (which mimics the deposition of the viral inoculum in a cell-free or cell-associated form in the semen), which results in approximately 0.001% of the cells becoming infected, virus can be transmitted in the cultures through three independent mechanisms. First, infectious, cell-free virus produced from the infected cells or present in the inoculum may be transmitted directly in the presence of the microbicide. Second, transmission may also occur from cell to cell in the presence of the microbicide (19) . Finally, it is also possible that the presence of virus in the culture results from the continued growth and expansion of the infected cells, with virus production from daughter cells contributing to the overall levels of virus detected in the culture. It should also be kept in mind that the culture is maintained in the presence of high but fixed concentrations of the microbicide product and thus the outgrowth of drug-resistant virus also may occur in a cell-free or cell-associated form. In this assay, the sterilizing concentration of the compound is defined as the concentration that completely suppresses virus replication. Balzarini et al. determined that several classes of NNRTIs, including 1-[(2-hydroxyethoxy)methyl]-6-(phenylthio)-thymine (HEPT), tetrahydroimidazobenzodiazepinones (TIBO), nevirapine, pyridinone, bis(heteroaryl)piperazines, and 2Ј-5Ј-bis-O-(tert-butyldimethylsilyl)-3Ј-spiro-5Љ-(4Љ-amino-1Љ,2Љ-oxathiole-2Љ,2Љ-dioxide)pyrimidine (TSAO), were able to effectively sterilize the cell cultures and were able to do so at concentrations that were 100 to 250 times the defined EC 50 s of the compounds (2). The tested compounds prevented virus outgrowth even with subsequent passage in the absence of the test compound. This was in contrast to the nucleoside AZT, which, even at a concentration 1,000 times the EC 50 , failed to prevent virus breakthrough in as few as two passages. Our MTSA results match and expand those of Balzarini et al. by showing how compounds with minimal structural differences from a series of highly related pyrimidinedione congeners yield much different sterilizing concentrations. These results confirm that the MTSA measures real and relevant biological properties of the test compounds and is not simply the result of tissue culture artifacts due to the mechanical loss of infected cells as a result of the 80% dilution of the test culture every 3 days.
When evaluated in the MTSA, the pyrimidinediones had various effects on virus transmission, ranging from a highly active molecule (SJ-3339) to one that was completely inactive (SJ-3366), despite the fact that they all had very similar EC 50 s and EC 99 s in standard transmission assays. In a representative standard transmission inhibition assay, the defined EC 99 was 17-to 60-fold higher than the EC 50 among the pyrimidinediones. The sterilizing concentration determined in the MTSA compared to the EC 99 in the standard assay was different for each compound, ranging from 16-fold less than the EC 99 to greater than 125-fold higher than the defined EC 99 . These results suggest that the ability of a test compound to effectively prevent virus transmission is an inherent biological property of each individual compound and cannot be predicted, even among molecules which are as closely related as the pyrimidinediones. Our results suggest that superior microbicides would most likely be those in which the MTSA-defined sterilizing concentration is equal to or less than the observed EC 99 in standardized assays (SJ-3339 Ͼ efavirenz Ͼ UC781 Ͼ SJ-3991). Although standard assays provide a great deal of information regarding the mechanism of inhibitory activity of potential microbicides, assays such as the MTSA may offer a more useful and informative means to assess inhibitory activity on rare transmission events, as well as provide inhibitory concentrations which may correlate more closely to the EC 50 s required in a formulated clinical product. Additionally, we believe that the results from the pyrimidinedione comparison justify using the MTSA as a standard transmission inhibition assay and may be used to prioritize active compounds for further development (SJ-3339 Ͼ SJ-3991 Ͼ Ͼ SJ-3366).
Using the MTSA, we also evaluated a series of compounds and approved drugs representing different HIV therapeutic drug classes, as well as compounds currently being developed as topical microbicides. These studies indicate that the NRTIs have significant problems with complete transmission suppression and virus sterilization, whereas the NNRTIs were among the most potent in the MTSA. In our experiments, AZT and 3TC were unable to suppress virus replication at up to 31,250 times their EC 50 s, even with constant drug presence. Tenofovir (NtRTI) was not able to suppress virus replication, even at the highest concentration tested (97 M). The NNRTIs efavirenz and UC781 were two of the most potent compounds evaluated. Based on the data generated from the evaluation of efavirenz, it is apparent that the drug has significant potential as a microbicide. The entry inhibitor CV-N was also able to sterilize the culture and prevent virus transmission. These results further justify using the MTSA as a means to discriminate between active and inactive inhibitors of virus transmission, and further evaluations of these, as well as other, potential microbicides is in progress.
We have shown that the MTSA transmission assay is robust enough to segregate compounds that have highly similar chemical structures and biological anti-HIV activities and mechanisms of action. Although the MTSA may be a highly informative addition to the microbicide development algorithm, it should be understood that the assay measures the transmission inhibition potential of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (the microbicide) and not the final formulated product, since a gel or film formulation product is incompatible with the growth of cells in culture (i.e., viscosity issues). We have evaluated many biological variables of the MTSA, including variations in viral multiplicity of infection and time of microbicide addition and pretreatment versus delayed treatment conditions, in order to standardize the MTSA (unpublished data). Additional assay parameters which are currently being addressed include the effects of pretreatment without readdition of compound for the duration of the assay, evaluation of compound efficacy in the presence of seminal plasma, vaginal fluid, and mucin; with a pH shift; and in the presence of other normal and pathogenic organisms that may be present in the vaginal environment. Additionally, evaluation of the MTSA with fresh human peripheral blood mononuclear cells and clinical virus strains is being done. The MTSA can also be used to evaluate the transmission of virus with a cell-associated virus inoculum in comparison to cell-free virus transmission, as well as the transmission of drug-resistant virus. We are also aware of the possibility that culture in the presence of high fixed concentrations of a compound might result in the rapid selection of drug-resistant viruses which preexist within the heterogeneous virus inoculum, and we are currently evaluating the presence of resistant strains at the concentrations of each compound where virus breakthrough occurs. The results of assays reported herein suggest that the sterilizing concentration defined by the MTSA may provide important information which will allow the prioritization of compounds for development and for establishing the dose ranges for studies to be performed with nonhuman primates and humans. Our results thus suggest that SJ-3339, SJ-3991, efavirenz, and UC781 represent attractive microbicide candidates with the potential to be used at formulated concentrations which would totally suppress virus transmission in the vagina.
